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Space-based Earth observation (EO), in the form of long-term climate data records, has been crucial in the monitoring and quantification of slow changes in the climate system—from accumulating greenhouse gases (GHGs) in the atmosphere, increasing surface temperatures, and melting sea-ice, glaciers and ice sheets, to rising sea-level. In addition to documenting a changing climate, EO is needed for effective policy making, implementation and monitoring, and ultimately to measure progress and achievements towards the overarching goals of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) Paris Agreement to combat climate change. The best approach for translating EO into actionable information for policymakers and other stakeholders is, however, far from clear. For example, climate change is now self-evident through increasingly intense and frequent extreme events—heatwaves, droughts, wildfires, and flooding—costing human lives and significant economic damage, even though single events do not constitute “climate”. EO can capture and visualize the impacts of such events in single images, and thus help quantify and ultimately manage them within the framework of the UNFCCC Paris Agreement, both at the national level (via the Enhanced Transparency Framework) and global level (via the Global Stocktake). We present a transdisciplinary perspective, across policy and science, and also theory and practice, that sheds light on the potential of EO to inform mitigation, including sinks and reservoirs of greenhouse gases, and adaptation, including loss and damage. Yet to be successful with this new mandate, EO science must undergo a radical overhaul: it must become more user-oriented, collaborative, and transdisciplinary; span the range from fiducial to contextual data; and embrace new technologies for data analysis (e.g., artificial intelligence). Only this will allow the creation of the knowledge base and actionable climate information needed to guide the UNFCCC Paris Agreement to a just and equitable success.
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**Introduction**

The UNFCCC Paris Agreement aims to strengthen the global response to the threat of climate change by keeping the increase in global mean temperature this century to well below 2°C above pre-industrial levels, and to pursue efforts to limit the temperature increase even further to 1.5°C through multi-lateral directed mitigation, adaptation, and finance measures (UNFCCC, 2015a). The transition to a low-emission and climate-resilient world requires not only strengthened international cooperation and technological advances, but also scientific evidence and guidance. Importantly, the relevance of science in underpinning political action was enshrined in the leading paragraph of the Glasgow Climate Pact—the decision of the UN Climate Change Conference 2021 (COP26)—by stating “[The conference of the Parties] Recognizes the importance of the best available science for effective climate action and policymaking”.

Space-based Earth observation (hereafter EO), yielding information on the Earth’s atmosphere, biosphere, cryosphere, land and oceans, is an essential component of the wider observing system and a necessary tool for successful implementation of the Paris Agreement, recognised in its Article 7.7c where the Parties are specifically called upon to “…[strengthen] scientific knowledge on climate, including research, systematic observation of the climate system, and early warning systems, in a manner that informs climate services and supports decision-making” (UNFCCC, 2015b). However, the most effective approach for integrating and exploiting the information provided by EO to generate the knowledge base needed for implementation of the Paris Agreement is far from clear. The Global Climate Observing System (GCOS) defines about 50 essential climate variables (ECVs), two-thirds of which are derived from space-based observations, with the remainder obtained from in situ measurements (https://gcos.wmo.int/en/essential-climate-variables/table). A framework is needed to translate the information from these ECVs into knowledge that helps to answer specific policy questions. The EO community also needs to clearly identify the space-based products (e.g., imagery, estimates of greenhouse gases from spectroscopic or above ground biomass derived from microwave observations).
that are most appropriate for answering specific questions. Early dialogue with policymakers and other stakeholders is therefore critical to identify end-user needs and to define requirements for building suitable indicators and tracing progress of adaptation and mitigation efforts, while involvement of the climate research community and the private sector is key to driving innovation in providing EO-based climate information and knowledge.

Significant efforts to address climate policy needs are ongoing. The international EO community and its organised entities including the World Meteorological Organisation (WMO), the Committee on Earth Observation Satellites (CEOS), and the Group on Earth Observations (GEO), among others, have established several working groups that help coordinate the research in the areas of observations for mitigation (e.g., GEO et al., 2021) and adaptation science (e.g., Michetti et al., 2021). For example, entities within WMO, including WMO Integrated Observing System (WIGOS), Global Climate Observing System (GCOS), Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS), Global Terrestrial Observing System (GTOS), and the Global Atmosphere Watch (GAW), produce products that address the needs of science users. Additional effort is needed to refine these products to respond to policy needs. Climate services, coordinated by a UN-wide initiative within the WMO, the Global Framework for Climate Services (GFCS), have made some progress towards bridging the gap between science and end-users by tailoring climate information derived from observations and modelling capacities to support decision-making (Hewitt et al., 2020). The Copernicus Climate Change Service (C3S), implemented by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) on behalf of the European Union, and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Climate Services Portal (climate.gov) in the US, among other national climate services, are key repositories for climate data from which relevant adaptation and mitigation information can be drawn. These repositories also have proven to be greatly beneficial to the development of early warning systems and for disaster management. However, as highlighted by Findlater et al. (2021), climate services currently mainly focus on delivering better data and on improving products, rather than engaging in discourse with social sciences and the end-user to deliver truly demand-driven services that ultimately would lead to the transformational change needed to deal with climate change. There is, on the other hand, also a wealth of small-to-medium businesses that have started to deliver innovative, important, and useful climate information and solutions. The European Commission’s Destination Earth is a digital-twin project with the aim of further advancing the generation of and access to climate data and services in the future. The contributions of EO to these climate services are multi-faceted and often indirect, through their integration into data assimilation systems, including weather forecasting and carbon models. For example, research programmes such as the European Space Agency’s (ESA) Climate Change Initiative (Hollmann et al., 2013; Popp et al., 2020) perform the groundwork for the generation of the fundamental, high-quality data records from satellite observations accessible via the C3S. Also, the US National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) provides a range of high-quality climate data records of satellite observations. The EUMETSAT Climate Monitoring Satellite Application Facility (CM SAF), amongst other SAFs, generates high quality climate data records from long records of operational weather forecasting satellite information. In situ measurements from coordinated and cross-calibrated observation networks (e.g., for land: GTN-G, GTN-H, GTN-P; for atmosphere: GRUAN, AGAGE, AERONET; for ocean: Argo, DBCP, GLOSS, see https://gcos.wmo.int/en/networks/ for abbreviations), when used for the validation of satellite information, are also key to ensure and assure the quality of EO data. Finally, large international research collaborations such as within RECCAP (Regional Carbon Cycle Assessment and Processes) (https://www.globalcarbonproject.org/reccap/index.htm; Canadell et al., 2012) contribute to quantifying global and regional GHG budgets. A vision for how these streams of activities could be further explored and developed to support the Paris Agreement has been provided by the UNFCCC’s Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological Advice (SBSTA), through its ad hoc coordination group on systematic observations (https://www4.unfccc.int/sites/SubmissionsStaging/Documents/202203012343---SO-in-GST-2022-final.pdf).

In the transdisciplinary analysis presented here, which brings together EO researchers, climate scientists, policymakers, and representatives from national agencies and the private sector, we take a holistic view of the landscape and suggest a potential way forward for exploiting EO in support of the Paris Agreement (Figure 1). The landscape obviously involves both policy and science, but also what we call “theory” and “practice” (recognizing that these terms should not be over-interpreted). We consider the theoretical aspect of policy as being the global, legal (UNFCCC) framework, including the Paris Agreement, and its practical aspect the implementation at national level. Within the science domain, we consider the theoretical aspect to be physical understanding of the climate system (including climate modelling), and the practical aspect the observation of the behaviour of the climate system. This framing is useful to clarify the role of EO in the present analysis, because there is often something of a disconnect between physical understanding and statistical analysis of observations in the practice of climate science (Shepherd 2021). By crossing the boundaries between policy and science, and between what we characterize as theory and practice, we aim to define an integrating methodological framework which provides policymakers with a knowledge base (or EO-derived evidence) that enables decision-making within the Paris Agreement context.

This approach was chosen in order to derive a conceptual framework from reality, rather than deriving reality from a
conceptual framework (paraphrasing Schumacher 1973, p240). Although climate assessment frameworks (such as the WMO/UNEP (United Nations Environment Programme) Scientific Assessment on Ozone Depletion or the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Assessment Reports) are predicated on a clear separation between science and policy—sometimes called the “value-free ideal”—which can easily lead to a detachment from reality, it is increasingly acknowledged that societal values, rather than introducing biases, are in fact integral to guiding research and setting its aims (Pulkkinen et al., 2022). A failure to consider the realities involved in policy-making, including factors such as pragmatism, competing interests, values, and path dependencies (Rose 2015), can lead to a failure in using science (i.e., evidence) to address environmental problems through the transfer of knowledge to policy (Sarewitz 2004; Rose 2014; Thompson and Warburton 2019). Critically, the EO community needs to better understand the diverse needs of government operators who are attempting to implement mitigation or adaptation plans. For example, what kind of data are needed to support city planners trying to adapt to the increasing frequency of heat waves, droughts, fires, and flooding events? How can EO data support the needs of the agriculture and fishery sectors responding to threatened livelihoods? What kinds of EO data are needed to support members of the insurance and re-insurance communities who are providing financial protection against increasing climate risks? Crucially, this understanding will have to evolve as the climate continues to warm. In our study, societal values are brought in through the involvement of policy-makers and stakeholders.

This study focuses solely on space-based EO (which generally yields information with global coverage) although many of the same principles apply to other essential parts of the integrated global observing system, such as long-standing ground-based in situ measurement networks or observation systems using buoys, floats, balloons, or aircraft platforms. Although also not elaborated in further detail, the production of climate information from EO clearly depends on trans-disciplinary collaborations and methods, including multi-sensor (e.g., synthetic aperture radar and multi-spectral imaging for human settlement detection, Marconcini et al., 2020) and model-data fusion (such as envisaged in Digital Earth, Goodchild et al., 2012), data assimilation based on numerical weather prediction (for the production of dynamical reanalyses) and Earth system models (ESMs) (for the production of emissions estimates of greenhouse gases), and artificial intelligence and machine learning techniques.
intelligence (AI) approaches. This paper is directed primarily at the observation and climate research communities (including those in the private sector) to provide a fresh perspective on how EO research and its use in climate services could be made more valuable to policymakers. However, it is also directed at policymakers, national agencies, and other stakeholders to make them aware of the potential of EO in supporting their efforts to fulfill the requirements of the Paris Agreement. It should be noted that while the Paris Agreement is a legally-binding treaty (see https://www.un.org/en/climatechange/paris-agreement), most of its “objectives” are implemented on a best-effort basis. Thus, the aspect of how EO could support law enforcement is not treated in this study.

To meet the study’s objectives, we first summarise the legal text of the Paris Agreement to unpack the policy goals of the international treaty and thus indirectly its needs (illuminating the upper left process in Figure 1, and referred to below as step 1). The implication of these policy needs for implementation by national agencies and governments is then analysed (lower left in Figure 1, step 2). Next, these policy needs derived from the legal framework are put in the context of our scientific knowledge of the Earth (or climate) system (upper right in Figure 1, step 3). Finally, we use currently available examples of EO-derived metrics and indicators to help explore the potential of EO in the form of case studies (lower right in Figure 1, step 4). Gaps in the EO-derived knowledge base are identified, and some research and development needed to fill these gaps is formulated. The combined knowledge gained from this multi-directional analysis is then used to define a comprehensive, holistic framework as an aim for EO science to pursue. The suggested framework should particularly focus on how the uncertainties that are associated with climate information are represented. Particularly when the uncertainties are large, they may be misinterpreted by the user as indicating absence of knowledge rather than a range of possibilities (Corner et al., 2012; Løhre et al., 2019), thereby preventing and paralysing action (Kahneman and Tversky, 1982).

Step 1—Identifying UNFCCC Paris Agreement policy needs

An overview of the structure of the Paris Agreement’s legal text (UNFCCC, 2015a) is provided in Figure 2. The purpose of the Paris Agreement (cf., Klein et al., 2017) is set out in its Article 2, with the general aims of mitigation (the temperature goal mentioned above), adaptation (to enhance adaptive capacity and resilience to climate change), and financial flows (to make financing compatible with resilient and low GHG emissions development). From these aims follow the objectives of the Paris Agreement, with EO potentially providing valuable information on five out of seven of the most important objectives, namely mitigation, maintaining sinks and reservoirs, adaptation, protecting against loss and damage, and capacity building.

While the first four of these objectives are discussed in case studies presented below, we first briefly discuss capacity building. Capacity building should be considered as a means to reach the Paris Agreement’s goals by getting maximum benefit from EO or other information, rather than a part of the Paris Agreement’s objectives. Understanding capacity building as a means to an end and not an end in itself (Eade, 1997) may ultimately lead to more directed and effective actions toward reaching the Paris Agreement’s climate goal. Indeed, enabling particularly the least-developed countries to take ownership of the Paris process and contribute in an active way to climate action was identified as a key priority at COP26. Exemplary work in this direction is already ongoing (e.g., within WIGOS).

Furthermore, EO could improve the efficiency of the means of implementation mandated by the Paris Agreement (see Figure 2). For example, it could provide quantitative information on key aspects of mitigation and adaptation for use within the Enhanced Transparency Framework (ETF) and document the overall progress toward the Paris Agreement’s goals within the Global Stocktake (GST; UNFCCC, 2015c). It could also provide meaningful pictures and stories used for public engagement (key to building the support base for policy and climate action).

Step 2—Identifying the UNFCCC Paris Agreement demands on national agencies

The long-term success of the Paris Agreement is acknowledged to be crucially dependent on the successful design of the operational tools for its implementation (World Resources Institute, 2021). To this end, the Paris Agreement has formalised a continual improvement cycle (also called ambition cycle or ratcheting-up mechanism, see Figure 3), which consists of planning, implementing, reporting, and reviewing the different national climate pledges every 5 years with the aim of raising ambition and strengthening climate action. The reporting duties within the ambition cycle are performed by national government agencies as part of the ETF, and are put in place to build mutual trust and confidence in the process as well as to promote its effective implementation.

EO represents an essential source of information that can support the ambition cycle and thus the successful implementation of the Paris Agreement by contributing to both the reporting activities at national levels and the reviewing stage for a global perspective on progress towards the Paris Agreement’s overall goals, i.e., the GST. Within the ETF, EO can, for example, help with reporting of anthropogenic GHG emissions (DeFries et al., 2007; Janssens-Maenhout et al., 2020; Palmer et al., 2021; Perugini et al., 2021; Deng et al., 2022) and...
emissions or removals in the LULUCF (land use, land-use change, and forestry) and agriculture sectors (Brandt et al., 2018; Fan et al., 2019) at the national level, especially in least developed countries, where in situ measurement networks (including data on land use and land use change) may provide insufficient information. EO will also be fundamental in helping countries assess loss and damage due to extreme climate events as well as their success in developing and implementing adaptation measures (Ahamed and Bolten, 2017; Chuvieco et al., 2019). In support of the GST, EO can provide aggregated information on the state of the climate (e.g., Blunden and Boyer, 2021; WMO, 2022) and thus the overall effectiveness of policy measures for mitigation and adaptation and their implementation. Such information informs governmental stakeholders and allows for evidence-based decision-making through expert assessments, the IPCC Assessment Reports, and, more generally, climate research as published in scientific articles.

**Step 3—Adopting an Earth system perspective to frame the UNFCCC Paris Agreement**

Integrated theoretical knowledge of the climate system is necessary to overcome challenges met when trying to assess progress towards the goals and to satisfy the requirements laid out by the Paris Agreement, which is written from a legal rather than a scientific perspective. Several challenges have already been recognised, not least by climate activists, who are sceptical of the
effectiveness of current political action to combat climate change (e.g., Greta Thunberg, Youth4Climate Summit 2021). Moreover, if not addressed, these challenges risk destroying trust in the process between nations. While EO and climate scientists are often well aware of the challenges involved in assessing progress towards the Paris commitments (Victor et al., 2017), they need to provide more focussed, tailored, and compelling policy-relevant evidence to persuade policy-makers that these challenges are not being addressed and need further attention.

One challenge is to relate the emissions reported by countries in their BTRs on national GHG inventories to the levels of GHG concentrations observed in the atmosphere. BTRs only provide information on a country’s anthropogenic emissions and removals (with the notable exception of international military, aviation and ship emissions which are included only as memo-items rather than in the national totals), derived from either bottom-up estimates based on default IPCC or country-specific emission factors (sometimes derived from measurements), statistical approaches together with emission factors (e.g., for livestock emissions), specific modelling (e.g., for road traffic, cropland soil carbon), or detailed statistics on energy use. However, to relate these bottom-up to top-down estimates from global observations, and to ultimately measure progress in the reduction of GHG emissions within the GST, estimation of variations in natural GHG sources and sinks is also necessary in order to balance observed global GHG budgets (see also section EO to quantify sinks and reservoirs).

Over the time period 2011–2020, 26% of emitted carbon dioxide (CO₂) was taken up by the ocean and another 29% by the land biosphere (including soils), sink capacities that are expected to change (Friedlingstein et al., 2021). Rising ocean temperatures, increasing ocean acidity, and climate-change-induced degradation of the biosphere, including soils (e.g., through wildfires or desertification), are likely to diminish sink capacity, although the biosphere may show increased net CO₂ sequestration in regions where climate change increases primary productivity (Song et al., 2018). Not only long-term changes, but also pronounced interannual variability such as that induced by El Niño Southern Oscillation events (Betts et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2020) could confound attribution of natural and anthropogenic sources and sinks of GHGs if not considered. Ultimately, reconciling bottom-up and top-down natural and anthropogenic sources and sinks within the GST has to be supported by estimates from inverse modelling systems in

FIGURE 3
The UNFCCC Paris Agreement’s ambition cycle, which aims at strengthening the commitment of the world’s nations to combat climate change with defined milestones that repeat every 5 years. The ETF provides guidelines to countries on reporting of GHG emissions and thus progress toward NDCs, on adaptation to climate change impacts and thus progress on NAPs, and on both provided and received financial support (not treated further here) in documents known as Biennial Transparency Reports (BTRs). The ETF also aims at providing streamlined information for use in the GST. EO can help support the ETF in both the national reporting and global reviewing tasks (yellow arrows and satellite symbols). Adapted from Figure 1 in UNFCCC Climate Change Secretariat (2022).
which different information streams (EO, in situ observations, and bottom-up inventories) are combined (e.g., BEIS (Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy), 2021). Currently, there are major discrepancies between the two approaches: the reported LULUCF sink by all countries is of order 0.3 GtC yr\(^{-1}\), whereas the top-down estimates yield 2.5 GtC yr\(^{-1}\) (Grassi et al., 2021; Deng et al., 2022).

A particular aspect of the above challenge, which is of great relevance to the Paris Agreement, is the quantification of uptake of CO\(_2\) by forest activity. Reforestation and afforestation projects for carbon offsetting only provide a carbon sink if the planted trees establish themselves and grow effectively. For example, increased frequency of fires (deliberate, i.e., associated with land-use methods, or accidental) can counteract carbon savings from reducing emissions from deforestation and degradation (REDD, for example within the REDD+ process) (Aragão and Shimabuku, 2010). While reporting should rely on actual forestry data, including tree counts and land cover extent, the growing number of such projects means there is a strong need to monitor the effectiveness of the carbon sequestration in these forests at an appropriate scale using EO. It is important to note that in the GHG inventories, emissions and removals for the national territory are reported. If a country wants to offset its own emissions by mitigation in a different country, the transfer is expected to be reported in the internationally transferred mitigation outcomes (ITMOs) of both countries’ BTRs in order to avoid double-counting of reforestation projects.

However, perhaps the greatest challenge in view of the Paris Agreement’s needs is that decision-relevant metrics used in the NDCs and NAPs normally do not map directly onto physically measurable quantities from EO. In other words, what we need to know is not always directly measurable by EO, and indirect indicators of progress are prone to confounding factors. To help address these challenges, unambiguous attribution of the observed changes is needed. A cause-effect network could support such attribution, since it reflects system dependencies and can account for uncertainties in different drivers, which can then be propagated through the system (Figure 4). This cause-effect network highlights that the effectiveness of mitigation efforts can only be assessed if the full process from emissions to temperature change (the Paris Agreement’s main target) is known. On the other hand, climate adaptation and loss and damage can only be assessed if the full climate system response to GHG forcing is known. Climate sensitivity (a highly uncertain and changing characteristic of the Earth system; Sherwood et al., 2020) and land and ocean sinks need to be included in both considerations. EO (ideally anchored by in situ observations to ground truth) can deliver crucial information on many geophysical variables needed to inform and feed into such cause-effect networks, as exemplified in step 4.

Step 4—Uncovering the potential of EO to support the UNFCCC Paris Agreement

In the following, the potential of EO to support the objectives of the Paris Agreement in the context of the climate system is discussed and illustrated by a set of four case studies. These case studies, illustrated in Figures 5–8, just provide examples; Table 1 offers an extended (but not exhaustive) list of potential applications of different sensors and their observables, including key characteristics. It is important to emphasize that deriving information on progress towards the Paris Agreement’s objectives from EO can only follow from sound knowledge of the climate state and its long-term changes that is built on consistent and systematic long-term observations from all elements of the observing system, including space-based EO (see Popp et al., 2020). This prerequisite is discussed, along with the list of the Paris Agreement’s objectives that EO can support (mitigation, sources and sinks, adaptation, loss and damage). The objectives are rephrased as questions, which help to elucidate their practical relevance.

EO to monitor the climate state—Is the Earth system responding to climate change as predicted?

The temperature goal of staying well below 2°C (or 1.5°C) above pre-industrial levels, as enshrined in Article 2.1 of the Paris Agreement, was based on the scientific judgment that beyond this threshold the risk of catastrophic consequences (e.g., massive thawing of permafrost, irreversible melting of ice sheets, or the collapse of tropical rainforests) increases substantially (IPCC, 2018). However, three major uncertainties are associated with this threshold. First, how can we determine when we have reached the threshold? Natural variability in the climate system may confound the attribution of climate change to rising GHG concentrations (e.g., Bonan et al., 2021), so observations will have to be interpreted with the help of models, a research endeavour that still needs further development. Second, what is the total amount of GHGs that can be emitted before this threshold is reached? As already outlined above, the answer to this question depends both on climate sensitivity (including cloud feedbacks) as well as on Earth system feedbacks such as the response of the biosphere/ocean carbon-uptake to climate change (see Figure 4), all of which remain poorly known and are not well constrained by current climate models. Third, what are the regional manifestations of such a 2°C global mean temperature increase? Climate change expresses itself in different ways in different regions of the world, with high altitude and high latitude climates predicted to experience much higher temperature change than the global mean (IPCC, 2021). These changes may induce local tipping...
points (e.g., in monsoon rainfall or alpine ecosystems) whose underlying mechanisms are poorly known or unresolved in current climate models (Lenton et al., 2008). Answering these questions is crucial for deciding whether the Paris Agreement’s temperature target needs to be revised, and what kind of adaptation measures that help build climate resilience to minimize loss and damage need to be put in place.

Essential climate variables and their derived climate data records (many of which are derived from EO) are widely used in the form of global climate indicators to provide information on the climate state and its changes. They contribute to the “big seven” indicators: global mean surface temperature, ocean heat content, atmospheric CO₂, sea level, ocean acidification, glacier mass, and sea ice extent (e.g., GCOS, 2020; Trewin et al., 2021; WMO, 2022). However, these global indicators do not capture the full complexity of the Earth system needed for attribution of observed changes, including climate feedbacks (e.g., involving clouds, aerosols, and the biosphere). Promising applications of how EO (along with other observations) can be used to provide constraints on the sensitivity of Earth system processes to increases in GHGs (and thus contribute to constraining climate sensitivity) have been presented in Sherwood et al. (2020) and references therein. However, many of the required variables for attribution ultimately can only be inferred from combining modelling and EO in data assimilation systems, and the signal-to-noise ratio of attributed changes generally becomes smaller at finer spatial or temporal scales. Thus, to become more useful to climate assessments (e.g., Blunden and Boyer, 2021; IPCC, 2021) and the UNFCCC process, EO research needs a new focus on delivering climate data records from global down to local scales, with higher spatial and temporal resolution, and improved timeliness of data provision. A clear attribution of the observed changes in any case remains a great challenge, as expressed in the new lighthouse activity Explaining and Predicting Earth System Change of the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP).

**EO to assess mitigation—Are our mitigation efforts effective?**

To achieve the Paris Agreement’s long-term temperature goal, the Parties have accepted the obligation to define and communicate ambitious efforts to curb GHG emissions in the form of NDCs (Article 3). The collective goal (Article 4.1) thereby is to reach global peaking of GHG emissions as soon as possible, and to rapidly reduce emissions thereafter to achieve a balance between GHG sources (emissions) and sinks (removal, e.g., through land-based mitigation, see next subsection) in the second half of this century. Measuring atmospheric GHG concentrations, and the quantification and attribution to anthropogenic sources and sinks (which, in principle, also requires knowledge of natural sources and sinks), will be a key task for national governments, the private sector, and the global research community over the coming decades to effectively contribute to the ETF and GST at national and...
Satellite retrievals of column-averaged atmospheric methane (XCH₄) over major methane source regions. (A) SCIAMACHY XCH₄ retrievals at 0.5° × 0.5° resolution during 2004 over California (Buchwitz et al., 2017). (B) As (A) but for the Galkynysh and Dauletabad gas and oil fields located in south-east Turkmenistan. (C) Single overpass (5-Feb-2018) Sentinel-5P (S5P) XCH₄ retrieved with a research algorithm over California (Schneising et al., 2019; Schneising et al., 2020). (D) As (C) but for the operational S5P XCH₄ data product (Hu et al., 2018). (E) Same as in (C,E) but for a single overpass (10-Apr-2018) over Turkmenistan. The satellite observations yield information on hotspots of methane emissions, which can be used by local policy-makers and stakeholders to identify targeted mitigation strategies.
global levels (Janssens-Maenhout et al., 2020; Palmer et al., 2021). The private sector will play a key role in providing EO and other services needed by governments to help them fulfill legal requirements around mitigation reporting. These tasks follow the latest refined guidelines by the IPCC (IPCC, 2019) by reporting of emissions by sector (bottom-up estimates from inventories) with the option to provide estimates also from inverse modelling of emissions (top-down estimates), which currently are based primarily on in situ observation networks. However, bottom-up and top-down estimates can exhibit significant differences in emission estimates (e.g., Saunois et al., 2020) and require further efforts to be reconciled.

The potential for supporting the Paris Agreement in its mitigation objective is arguably the best-developed EO capacity. Evolving partnerships include government, university, and industry partners exemplifying the triple-helix model (Etzkowitz, 2003) which is needed to solve complex problems, but which may also have to engage with stakeholders beyond these sectors. A key focus hitherto has been the use of satellite observations of GHG concentrations (primarily CO₂ and CH₄) for detecting emission hotspots to identify targeted mitigation opportunities (Kort et al., 2014; Lauvaux et al., 2022; see also Figure 5), or for assimilation into inverse modelling systems to quantify surface fluxes from natural and anthropogenic sources and sinks on country to continental scales (Alexe et al., 2015; Chevallier et al., 2022; Kaminski et al., 2022). Post-processing of such inversions that remove inferred natural sinks and sources is needed to make them comparable to the UNFCCC emission inventories (Deng et al., 2022). This will help to identify whether NDC pledges are kept and mitigation mechanisms (e.g., carbon trading) work on a globally aggregated level. However, while these measurements in principle provide a global view, they still have limited temporal and spatial coverage, and (although improving) also lack the accuracy and precision needed to quantify emission sources satisfactorily. Indeed, the current OCO2 and OCO3 satellite capabilities for observing fossil CO₂ emissions using atmospheric concentration signals is limited to some cities and large point sources (Zheng et al., 2020), although the future Copernicus CO₂ Monitoring Mission (CO2M) will allow a better constraint on these emissions.
Similar improvements will be obtained by new satellite missions measuring CH₄ (MethaneSAT, Sentinel 5, and Carbon Mapper).

A few countries thus rely mostly on ground-based in situ measurement networks (which importantly also yield information on many gases not observed from space or in persistently cloudy regions) to verify their GHG emissions and deduce emission factors to verify and/or improve bottom-up estimates. However, for national agencies in other countries where in situ observations are often sparse or lacking, and/or bottom-up estimates have large uncertainties, satellites offer a major opportunity to constrain and/or verify their national emissions. Ground-based measurement networks can be used to bias-correct the satellite observations (addressing potential geographical dependencies in satellite biases). In principle, such
initiatives for ground-based measurement networks in support of EO could be considered as a contribution to the Paris Agreement’s objective on technological support and transfer (Article 10, see Figure 2), which is however not discussed in this contribution in more detail. Also, the global extent of EO will help to constrain natural emission sources in remote or hard-to-access regions (e.g., permafrost, wetlands, oceans).

Another aspect of mitigation not explicitly mentioned in the Paris Agreement’s main Articles (see Figure 2), but which is of crucial importance to achieving net-zero and can be supported by the use of EO (e.g., ocean state, winds, clouds, aerosol, radiation, glaciers, snow, and biomass), is the planning, development, and optimisation of renewable energy systems based on solar, biofuel, hydro, wind, wave, or tidal energy (Solaun and Cerdá, 2019). Detailed knowledge on climate change and its impacts is therefore needed on a regional to local scale (with particular focus perhaps on transitional zones such as near-shore regions), and also on timescales from short-term, sub-seasonal and seasonal, to multi-decadal, since these will greatly affect the reliability and performance of renewable energy systems (Arent et al., 2015; Cronin et al., 2018). In principle, such EO-based information could also be considered as a contribution to the Paris Agreement’s objective on technological support (Article 10, see Figure 2), which is however not discussed here.

EO to quantify sinks and reservoirs—Are we conserving and enhancing GHG sinks and reservoirs?

Conserving and enhancing sinks and reservoirs of carbon is the second objective discussed in Article 5 of the Paris Agreement to achieve its mitigation goals (see previous section), with major research so far focussing on agriculture, forestry, and other land use change (AFOLU) (Bustamante et al., 2014). Significant potential for mitigation exists from REDD (Popp et al., 2014). In particular, sustainable practices in forestry and land use offer opportunities to reduce GHG emissions. Key tasks in monitoring these sinks and reservoirs include obtaining a global assessment of the temporal change in sink and reservoir sizes and attributing this change to both natural (e.g., wildfires, drought, diseases) and anthropogenic drivers (e.g., logging, agriculture, and urban expansion). Another important aspect is the quality and functionality of these sinks (e.g., in terms of their gross primary productivity). EO data already provide useful information for both global and national monitoring of forest/land use carbon sources and sinks (Harris et al., 2016, 2021; Nesha et al., 2021).

A case study highlighting the potential of EO to help quantify AFOLU changes is shown in Figure 6. Here, remotely sensed land-cover changes in the Brazilian Amazon based on imagery from the Landsat satellites and associated above-ground carbon change (AGC) based on microwave observations from the Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) satellite, reveal the carbon dynamics of the region. Across the Amazon basin, major areas show a loss of AGC storage due to deforestation and forest degradation.

While not specifically pointed out in the Paris Agreement, but as highlighted above, ocean and land sinks and reservoirs will also be affected by climate feedbacks. In particular, climate-induced thawing of permafrost has the potential to release a large amount of methane (Schuur et al., 2008), while the duration of snow cover and snow melt, both affected by climate change, is important for the annual CO2 balance in the Arctic and Sub-arctic region (Aurela et al., 2004). Climate feedbacks also

FIGURE 8
The surface images of Vembanad lake, Kerala, India, before and after the incidence of floods were retrieved from Sentinel-1A and -1B synthetic-aperture radar (SAR) images, available from the Copernicus Open Access Hub (https://scihub.copernicus.eu, 2018–2020, data accessed on 22 April 2021). Level-1 Ground Range Detected (GRD) SAR products were processed at 10 m spatial resolution using the Sentinel Application Platform (SNAP) from the European Space Agency (ESA). Blue indicates water bodies (ocean/lake), brown areas indicate flooding. The information on the extent of the flooding could be used in combination with socio-economic data to derive estimates of economic loss across the flooded area.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Variable/Climate indicators</th>
<th>Example sensors</th>
<th>Temporal resolution</th>
<th>Spatial resolution</th>
<th>Sensor types</th>
<th>Potential application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Climate State</td>
<td>Climate indicators</td>
<td>CO₂, CH₄, N₂O</td>
<td>TROPOMI, IASI, GOSAT, AIRS, OCO, CO₂M, MethaneSAT, Carbon Mapper, Sentinel-5, MicroCarb</td>
<td>Daily to twice daily</td>
<td>30 m-15 km</td>
<td>Spectrometers, Interferometers</td>
<td>Evolution of atmospheric greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations, GHG radiative forcing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TOMS, OMI, TROPOMI, IASI, Aura-MLS, ACE-FTS, MIPAS, SCIAMACHY</td>
<td>Daily to seasonally</td>
<td>Spectrometers</td>
<td>Evolution of tropospheric and stratospheric O₃ concentrations, O₃ radiative forcing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SMUL, SSMIS, MERIS, MODIS, OLCI, MHR, SEVIRI, IASI, Aura-MLS, SAGE-II/ISS, CubeMAP</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>1-50 km</td>
<td>Microwave imagers</td>
<td>Evolution of atmospheric H₂O concentrations, H₂O radiative forcing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aerosol</td>
<td>AATSR, SLSTR</td>
<td>1–3 days</td>
<td>1 km</td>
<td>Multipectral</td>
<td>Evolution of aerosol concentrations, aerosol radiative forcing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MODIS, SLSTR, AVHRR, SEVIRI, GOES</td>
<td>Hourly-daily</td>
<td>1-5 km</td>
<td>Microwave/visible/infrared radiometers</td>
<td>LST change detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MODIS, SLSTR, AVHRR, AATSR, HIRS, AMSR</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>1-5 km</td>
<td>Microwave/visible/infrared radiometers</td>
<td>SST change detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Altimetry (plus SAR for coastal regions)</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>&lt; 1 km</td>
<td>Radar altimetry</td>
<td>Sea level rise detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Altimetry, CS-2, S-3, Cristal, Ice-Sat-2</td>
<td>Yearly</td>
<td>5–25 km</td>
<td>Radar altimetry</td>
<td>Ice sheet change detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GRACE(-FO), NGGM</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>50–250 km</td>
<td>Gravimetry, Heterodyne laser interferometers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sentinel-1, ROSE-L, NISAR</td>
<td>Monthly to yearly</td>
<td>200–500 m</td>
<td>Radar</td>
<td>Ice Mass Discharge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LandSat, Sentinel-2, ASTER</td>
<td>decadal</td>
<td>10–100 m</td>
<td>Visible/infrared radiometers</td>
<td>Change detection, mandatory for all glacier-related variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SRTM, AW/AD30, TomDEM-X, ASTER stereo, ArcticDEM, HMA-DEM</td>
<td>Multi-annual to decadal</td>
<td>1–30 m</td>
<td>Radar interferometry, optical stereo imagery</td>
<td>Glacier mass balance, run-off, sea-level contribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ATSR, SLSTR, MODIS, AVHRR</td>
<td>Hourly-daily</td>
<td>1 km</td>
<td>Microwave/visible/infrared radiometers</td>
<td>Lake temperature changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GRACE(-FO)</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>300 km</td>
<td>Gravimetry</td>
<td>Ground water changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Continued on following page)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitigation</td>
<td>Greenhouse gases (GHGs)</td>
<td>CO₂, CH₄, N₂O</td>
<td>TROPOMI, IASI, GOSAT, AIRS, OCO, CO₂M, MethaneSAT, Carbon Mapper, GHG Sat</td>
<td>Daily to twice daily</td>
<td>30 m-15 km</td>
<td>Spectrometers</td>
<td>Improving GHG source/sink information, hotspots of anthropogenic emissions, quantification of natural emissions (over permafrost, wetlands, and ocean)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Land cover</td>
<td>Land cover and land cover change</td>
<td>MODIS, ALOS, Sentinel-1, Sentinel-2, Planet</td>
<td>Weekly to annual</td>
<td>3 m-500 m</td>
<td>Optical imagery, radar</td>
<td>Hotspots of land cover change including deforestation, land cover data used in national inventories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Terrestrial biosphere</td>
<td>Leaf Area Index (LAI), chlorophyll</td>
<td>Daily to bi-weekly</td>
<td>0.3 m-1 km</td>
<td>Microwave/visible/infrared radiometers</td>
<td>Grass Primary Productivity (GPP), forest health</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE 1 (Continued) Example list of Essential Climate Variables from various types of current and future sensors and their key characteristics, along with suggested applications for each of the Paris Agreement’s objectives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Variable/Climate indicators</th>
<th>Example sensors</th>
<th>Temporal resolution</th>
<th>Spatial resolution</th>
<th>Sensor types</th>
<th>Potential application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>content, Sun-induced florescence (SIF)</td>
<td>CHIME, ENMAP, QuickBird, WorldView 3, AVHRR</td>
<td>3 days to annual</td>
<td>20 m-35 km</td>
<td>Microwave/visible/ infrared radiometers, radars, and lidars</td>
<td>Forest biomass changes, forest degradation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Biomass</td>
<td>SMOS, SMAP, Sentinel-1, PALSAR, ICESSat, GEDI, BIOMASS, ROSE-L, SkySat, WorldView, Planet</td>
<td>5–10 days</td>
<td>10–100 m</td>
<td>Imagery</td>
<td>Deforestation and reforestation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Forest area change</td>
<td>LandSat</td>
<td>Daily to 3 days</td>
<td>0.5–50 km</td>
<td>Microwave/visible/ infrared radiometers; scatterometers</td>
<td>Constraints for permafrost thawing and associated carbon release</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Permafrost carbon reservoir</td>
<td>Soil moisture; LST; land cover; snow cover</td>
<td>Daily to monthly</td>
<td>300 m–9 km</td>
<td>Ocean colour</td>
<td>Gross primary production, quantification of ocean carbon cycle, marine habitat mapping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Coastal areas and oceans</td>
<td>Chlorophyll content, carbon pools and fluxes</td>
<td>CZCS, SeaWiFS, MODIS, MERIS, VIIRS, OLCI</td>
<td>Daily to monthly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Adaptation</td>
<td>Urban and rural areas</td>
<td>LST, urban green areas/materials</td>
<td>Daily to bi-weekly</td>
<td>&lt; 100 m</td>
<td>Thermal infrared radiometers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>Proxies and indices for vegetation (e.g., NDVI)</td>
<td>LandSat, Sentinel-2, Pléiades, SPOT, PRISMA, CHIME, EnMAP</td>
<td>5–15 days</td>
<td>10–100 m</td>
<td>Visible/infrared radiometers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Coastal areas</td>
<td>Sea state</td>
<td>Altimetry, SWIM</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>100 km</td>
<td>Rader altimetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Oceans</td>
<td>Ocean roughness</td>
<td>VHRR, AVHRR, MODIS, VIIRS, SAOCOM, NISAR, ROSE-L, Sentinel-1,–2,–3, CHIME, SSM/I, CIMR</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>1–4 km</td>
<td>Optical, Rader, microwave radiometers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Snow</td>
<td>Snow extent, snow mass, snow conditions (dry/wet)</td>
<td>Sentinel-1</td>
<td>12 days</td>
<td>5 m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Loss and Damage</td>
<td>Land surface</td>
<td>Surface waters</td>
<td>5–10 days</td>
<td>10 m</td>
<td>Rader, imagery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Soil moisture</td>
<td>Sentinel-1</td>
<td>1–6 days</td>
<td>1–36 km</td>
<td>Rader, radiometers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Forest</td>
<td>Fire/Burnt Area</td>
<td>MODIS, VIIRS, LandSat, Sentinel-2, Sentinel-3, LST, CHIME</td>
<td>1–5 days</td>
<td>20–500 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mountain regions</td>
<td>Surface change detection</td>
<td>LandSat, Sentinel-1</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>250–500 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
manifest themselves through changes in forest disturbance regimes, and satellite biophysical indices show that just a few extreme events were responsible for most of the year-to-year variability of photosynthesis (Zscheischler et al., 2014). Thus, any measurements to constrain emissions from changes in these reservoirs either directly (e.g., using GHG observations) or indirectly (e.g., through the measurement of permafrost or wetland area-related ecological variables such as air and surface temperatures, inundated area, snow mass, and soil moisture), will be of great value in assessing the overall progress of the Paris Agreement.

The value-added products based on EO that yield quantitative information on the temporal changes in sinks and reservoirs of GHGs will help to validate national pledges and policy implementation (including carbon offsetting). A suite of satellite-derived biophysical products (including photosynthetically active radiation, leaf area index, GPP, various empirical vegetation indices, and land cover) can provide qualitative and quantitative information on changes in the characteristics of sinks and reservoirs (including ocean, coastal and tidal ecosystems, forest disturbances, wetlands and permafrost) that may affect their capacity to absorb GHGs in the future (Running et al., 1994; Running, 2012). These EO data in conjunction with ground-based in situ and airborne remote observations will need to be interpreted with the help of modelling to attribute observed year-to-year variations in natural sinks and sources to their drivers (e.g., El Niño events) both over land (Woodward et al., 2008; Bastos et al., 2018) and ocean (flyina et al., 2021).

EO to inform adaptation—Are our adaptation efforts adequate?

It is unavoidable that the world will have to adapt to climate change (UNEP, 2021), with the Paris Agreement Article 7 prescribing its Parties to enhance adaptive capacity, strengthen resilience, and reduce vulnerability to climate change in the context of the temperature goal. However, unlike mitigation, with its 2°C temperature goal (which can use carbon, ocean heat, and energy budgets as simple measures), adaptation has no clearly defined global target or reporting guidelines, and common indicators are lacking due to adaptation being dependent on location-specific economic, social, and environmental conditions (Christiansen et al., 2020). Moreover, it is arguably impossible to measure progress, adequacy, and effectiveness of enhancing resilience and reducing vulnerability of societies and individuals as foreseen in the Paris Agreement since these aspects are by definition counter-factual, i.e., they are a difference between what did happen and what would have happened without the adaptation measures. Only the former is measurable, while the latter would have to be inferred (e.g., from comparison with observations of nearby locations where adaptation measures were absent; see Figure 7 for an example of spatial structure in EO observations that could be exploited for this purpose).

Modelling systems with and without adaptation measures could be developed to quantify differences between the real world and the world that would have been without a given adaptation measure, with the construction of such counter-factuals offering the opportunity to explore inherent uncertainties. This approach is widely used in the context of Earth system modelling, e.g., to quantify the impact of ozone-depleting substances (ODSs) on stratospheric ozone loss by using model simulations with and without ODSs (e.g., Shepherd et al., 2014). However, a prerequisite of such studies is that the system in question can be modelled with a high degree of realism (i.e., it must be validated against observations).

While there is ample information from EO on adaptation-relevant geophysical variables, there is a need to co-develop EO-based adaptation indicators relevant for key sectors such as energy, water, coastal resources, human settlements and urban planning, real-estate, transport, communication, tourism, agriculture, forestry, and ecosystem management, in collaboration with national agencies (responsible for producing the NAPs) and other stakeholders (see e.g., Floukes et al., 2021). These indicators should consider different aspects of climate-related hazards, vulnerability, and exposure, and be meaningful under local conditions and resulting needs. Outstanding issues might include missing knowledge on local climate extremes and their resulting impacts, which require spatially disaggregated information and can lead to a trade-off between reliability (usually achieved through temporal and/or spatial aggregation of data) and informativeness (particularly for events happening on small spatial scales or over short time periods); missing knowledge on the rate of the changes observed in the climate system (as opposed to state variables), provided in a timely manner and also providing a historical baseline; spatial and temporal gaps in available EO (e.g., not covering the Arctic, coastal regions, seasonality, or diurnal cycles).

Examples of geophysical variables from EO that can be used to derive observation-based indicators include: high-resolution land-surface temperature and canopy cover to track impact and adaptation to the urban heat island effect (e.g., Goldblatt et al., 2021; also Figure 7); groundwater (e.g., Tapley et al., 2019) and lake levels (e.g., Woolway et al., 2020), as well as glacier mass (e.g., Hugonnet et al., 2021) to track anthropogenic water use (Massari et al., 2021) and thus vulnerability and adaptation to changing water resources (Lawford et al., 2013); biomass, soil moisture, and land use to track exposure to flooding, droughts, and fires (e.g., Kumar et al., 2022); high-resolution land cover and land use to track vulnerability to soil erosion and adaptation by changes in agricultural practices (e.g., Tadesse et al., 2017); or sea-level rise and sea state, including flood defences, to track exposure and adaptation to coastal erosion and flooding (Nicholls and Cazenave, 2010).
EO to assess loss and damage—Are we sufficiently protected against economic and non-economic loss and damage?

The final objective discussed here, to minimise loss and damage, relates to Article 8 of the Paris Agreement and is directly connected to adaptation in that it is experienced when adaptation measures fail or are not implemented. Loss and damage can thereby occur due to both sudden-onset (e.g., cyclones, flooding, heat waves, fires) or slow-onset (e.g., sea-level rise, glacier melting, drought) events, and it can be both economic (e.g., assets, resources, goods or services that are traded in markets) and non-economic (including e.g., livelihoods, human health, territory, culture, biodiversity, which cannot be traded) (IPCC, 2013).

EO has the potential to offer evidence-based information for risk mapping, building early warning systems, and conducting impact assessments (e.g., Nakalembe et al., 2021). EO thereby provides a view on loss and damage where such events are not directly experienced and assessed by humans (e.g., ecosystem changes due to storm surges, Pisaric et al., 2011) or helps to assess the scale and extent of events that affect humans more immediately (e.g., storms, flooding, fires, droughts). As an example, Sentinel-1 imagery of the large-scale Kerala flooding event in 2018 (see Figure 8; also Vishnu et al., 2019) can be used in combination with socio-economic information to derive each event’s extent and impact. EO imagery can also be used to derive the extent of thawing permafrost soils which, through destabilisation and subsidence, can lead to damage to road and building infrastructures, land use, water resources, and even loss of livelihoods (Hjort et al., 2022). EO information on climate-induced changes in snow cover (e.g., Matiu et al., 2021) can help to assess economic losses, e.g., to the winter tourism sector (Scott et al., 2008) or agriculture in areas affected by changing water resources from melting glaciers (Biemans et al., 2019).

A key issue here, as for adaptation, is the co-development of indicators that help with a meaningful assessment of the progress in reducing the vulnerability and strengthening resilience of societies to loss and damage, involving national agencies and stakeholders. A way forward to realise the potential of EO to inform the NAPs and BTRs on climate-change related loss and damage, is to leverage the progress made in the use of EO for disaster risk reduction within the sustainable development framework, which aims at producing risk indicators and actionable information for decision-makers in that context (Lorenzo-Alonso et al., 2019). A promising way forward could involve a key user of such information (the insurance and reinsurance sector), which relies on evidence-based (often EO) information for the development of parametric insurance products, that is for decisions on how to spread economic risk and increase financial stability for their customers (e.g., in agriculture or real estate). These products could offer a market-driven tool and mechanism to assess progress in minimising loss and damage within the Paris Agreement framework (Erhardt et al., 2019).

Synthesis

Realising the full potential of EO in support of the Paris Agreement is a task of paramount importance. The global EO research community needs to tackle immediately the challenge of improving the policy-relevance of their research to contribute to the worldwide fight against climate change. If done correctly—and this requires imaginative bridging of the theory
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**FIGURE 9**

(A): The traditional paradigm of science for decision making. (B): The new paradigm proposed here.
and practice divide we have discussed here—EO could become a central tool in driving the Paris Agreement’s ambition cycle. Lessons can be learned from similarly complex applications that are underway, for example to use EO in support of the sustainable development goals (Anderson et al., 2017), disaster risk reduction activities (Lorenzo-Alonso et al., 2019), or other operations (such as fisheries and agriculture, e.g., Whitcraft et al., 2019) that benefit from geospatial information.

Climate change is a complex systems phenomenon, which involves multi-scale processes and feedbacks (Holling 2004). Importantly, understanding the full manifestation of climate change involves considering both global and local scales (Berkes 2007). While these have traditionally been analysed largely separately, EO can provide information that bridges these perspectives, with many high-resolution data products of geophysical variables with global coverage becoming available. In seeking how this might be done, it is instructive to reflect on the key principles articulated by Cash et al. (2003) for knowledge systems for sustainable development: credibility, salience, and legitimacy. The EO community has tended to focus on
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**FIGURE 10**

Arctic sea ice concentrations in September for 1979, 1981, and 1983 (upper row) compared to the years 2017, 2019, and 2021 (lower row). The pink line demarks the median sea ice edge over the time period 1981–2010. The total sea ice area has decreased by around 25% between these two time periods. Images are obtained from the National Snow and Ice Data Center (Fetterer et al., 2017).
credibility, including the ambition of developing ‘fiducial’ data and well-characterised uncertainties (Merchant et al., 2017). But salience at the local scale requires disaggregation in space and time, as well as timeliness, which can be challenging in this respect (since averaging observations reduces measurement noise and sampling errors, e.g., Hegglin et al., 2021). And legitimacy involves trustworthiness, which is highly contextual as it depends on the decision-maker, and thus inevitably brings in values. In this respect, transparency and interoperability may be more relevant concepts than the traditional scientific goal of objectivity. By transparency (or auditability) we mean that it is clear how results were obtained, and that one has the freedom to change some of the subjective methodological choices to see how the results might be different with different expert judgement. This is very much consistent with the move towards trans-disciplinarity (Hadorn et al., 2008) and “open science” (Munafo et al., 2017). In practice, these three principles will often be in tension with each other and the appropriate balance between them will need to be struck.

Thus, in order to bridge between global and local, and between different forms of observational knowledge (e.g., traditional EO and indigenous knowledge, Berkes, 2002, 2007), a paradigm shift is needed from the traditional inductive approach to a wider perspective where theory is used deductively. In the inductive approach (Figure 9A), which places a premium on credibility, one moves from the specific to the general to create scientific knowledge that supports policy. In the deductive approach, one moves from the general to the specific to interpret observations in order to achieve salience (Figure 9B; see also Shepherd 2021). Although this approach introduces an element of subjectivity in the form of expert judgement, the subjectivity is transparent, and the approach can help reconcile the Paris Agreement’s ETF (which is to be provided at a local/national level) and the GST (which is to be provided at the integrated, global level).

Seen from this perspective, EO has the potential not only to measure and help manage our impact on the Earth, as the case studies above have illustrated, but also to make climate change salient and to stimulate emotions, which are needed for decision-making and ultimately for action (Damasio, 2006; Figure 9B). In short, EO allows us (to quote Schumacher again, p201) to “stop, look, and listen” rather than “look it up in the forecast”. Refocussing our attention on the past and present based on EO may be one way forward to help inform the pressing mitigation and adaptation decisions which have to deal with short-term risks and climate variability, and which current approaches focussing on end-of-century projections are unable to tackle in a satisfactory way (Nissan et al., 2019). The challenge is the creation of poignant visualisations and meaningful measures (metrics and indicators)—effectively, stories (Lloyd
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**FIGURE 11**

To increase the impact and societal benefit of EO, a feedback loop that helps co-development of salient EO products useful to policy-makers needs to be introduced in the value chain of EO, which starts with the creation of EO and ends with their use.
Visualisation of EO Amendments, a treaty phasing out the production of ozone-depleting substances (Salawitch et al., 2018) allows co-development of climate information, as opposed to the traditional linear process, in which EO products were passed from the producer down the line to the end-user, will be crucial to realising the full potential of EO (Figure 11). This may have to be supported by a more formalised requirements management process, which collects and validates policy needs regularly, and also includes the evaluation of the actual benefits to operational organisations. Such research work can then feed into climate services, with the ultimate aim of providing salient products to policymakers in an operational and timely manner. Combining forces in this way will enhance the transdisciplinary knowledge needed to put the Paris Agreement into action.

Most importantly, EO can help us appreciate the full consequences of climate change and its current manifestations and ultimately keep us grounded in reality. Building cause-effect networks (Figure 4), informed by observational evidence and socio-economic data, could be a powerful approach to create a GST framework that allows us to account for the full range of known uncertainties and test overall consistency, and thus measure true progress from our actions. It would also help us to identify early warning signs where climate mitigation and adaptation measures have failed or need strengthening to achieve a desired goal, or where model predictions may have gone wrong due to the lack of realism in model components and parameterisations of subgrid-scale Earth system processes.

Importantly, the delivery and translation of EO into information that is actionable for local policymakers and practitioners has to be an iterative process (Vincent et al., 2018). Early dialogue with policymakers and other stakeholders in the lifecycle of indicator development is therefore critical in identifying end-user needs and defining requirements for how to build indicators that are just and equitable (as required by the Paris Agreement) and trace progress for adaptation and mitigation efforts, while involvement of the climate research community and the private sector is key in driving innovation in providing EO-based climate information and knowledge (e.g., including through AI). Introducing a feedback loop that allows co-development of climate information, as opposed to the traditional linear process, in which EO products were passed from the producer down the line to the end-user, will be crucial to realising the full potential of EO (Figure 11). This may have to be supported by a more formalised requirements management process, which collects and validates policy needs regularly, and also includes the evaluation of the actual benefits to operational organisations. Such research work can then feed into climate services, with the ultimate aim of providing salient products to policymakers in an operational and timely manner. Combining forces in this way will enhance the transdisciplinary knowledge needed to put the Paris Agreement into action.
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